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As an important part of traditional Chinese culture, Taoism has the special ideas of 
seeing human beings and nature as an integration, focusing on their harmony and 
respecting the natural world that belong to oriental culture, which contrast finely with 
the western traditional culture of anthropocentrism. Today, our ecological 
environment is getting worse, it should be not meaningless to focus on the Taoist 
ecological thoughts and relevant practice again.  
For a long time, the domestic academic circles' research about Taoism and ecology 
focus on the ideological aspects, mainly including the sources and basic 
characteristics of Taoism’s ecological thoughts, its value for modern society and so on. 
Except a small part of monographs, very few papers focus on the relation between 
Taoist ecological thinking and relevant practice, so does the specific studies about 
Taoism and ecology in a certain period of time. This paper takes the early and high 
Tang dynasty for investigation, and emphasizes the possible effect of Taoism in 
ecological practice. To explain the Taoist ecological thoughts' effect and possible 
influence on the relevant practice, it outlines Taoist ecological thoughts at first, then 
selects some specific figures' activities as typical cases from the legal practice, the 
ecological practice of Taoists and other people affected by Taoism in the early and 
high Tang dynasty. In addition, it tries to touch the internal mechanism of these 
effects. At last, this text thinks the Taoist ecological thoughts' influence on relevant 
practice is complex and subtle, because both individual and group living practice are 
by no means only impacted by a certain of single factor. A certain thought or value 
idea only could play a full part until it become people's core idea like belief and 
principle, or else it will be submerged in all kinds of other thoughts, desires, emotions 
and substantial utilities and can't show its power alone. So, Taoism in Chinese 
traditional ecological practices can play a relatively active role, but in the same time, 
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